Rules in place during the Olympic Games to protect clean athletes:

Youth Olympic Games Nanjing 2014:
- Clause in the Host City Contract stating that the city, the host National Olympic Committee (NOC) and the Organising Committee (YOGOC) shall not be involved, directly or indirectly, with any betting in relation to the YOG and to ensure that the integrity of sport is fully protected.

Olympic Winter Games Sochi 2014:
- Clause in the entry form obliges athletes and delegation members from NOCs and IFs to abstain from betting on the Olympic Games.
- The Rules of Application for the XXII Olympic Winter Games in Sochi outline the ban on betting linked to the Olympic Games and any form of cheating that would affect the results of Olympic competitions due to betting. These Rules include the responsibility of the participants to report any attempt at match-fixing they have witnessed or been exposed to, and the obligation to cooperate in the event of an inquiry.
- For the first time, the IOC’s newly established “Integrity Betting Intelligence System” (IBIS) is in operation and a success. The system collates alerts and information on manipulation through betting on sport. It provides monitoring for the Olympic Games. No irregular patterns are discovered.

Olympic Games London 2012:
- Clause in the entry form obliges, in addition to the athletes and NOC delegations, the delegation members from IFs to abstain from betting on the Olympic Games.
- International Sports Monitoring (ISM) monitors all betting activities on events at the Olympic Games London 2012. No irregular patterns are discovered.
- The IOC, London 2012 organisers and the UK Gambling Commission set up a Joint Assessment Unit (JAU) for the prevention, assessment and investigation of betting activities on the Olympic Games.

Olympic Winter Games Vancouver 2010:
- Clause in the entry form obliges athletes and the delegation members of National Olympic Committees to abstain from betting on the Olympic Games.
- International Sports Monitoring (ISM) monitors all events for suspicious betting activity in conjunction with over 300 legal betting companies. No irregular patterns are discovered.

Olympic Games Beijing 2008:
- The IOC monitors betting activities at the Olympic Games for the first time using FIFA’s Early Warning System (EWS). All events are monitored, and no irregular patterns are discovered.
- For the first time, a clause is added to the entry form that obliges athletes and the delegation members of National Olympic Committees to abstain from betting on the Olympic Games.

2006:
- Amendment to IOC Code of Ethics forbids all participants in the Olympic Games from betting on Olympic events.